
Date: 01.06.2024 
BITT-PNOTICE/2024 -25/ L09S 

S.NO 

Subiect: Regarding constituting a cell to stop drug abuse in the state and to 
run awareness campaign among the students 

Reference:- 01/N-14/2024 (Vol. 1) 775 (R.), Dated 27/05/2024. 

1. 

2. 

With reference to leter no. JUT - 1283/2023/601, Dated: 30.05.2024 sent by Jharkhand 
University of Technology, Ranchi and in the light of the above mentioned and referred letter, 
it is to be informed that efforts are being made by the State Government to stop illegal 
trade/production and misuse of narcotics in the state. To prevent drug abuse, a cell is to be 
formed in the educational institution affiliated to the university and an Anti Drugs Squad is to 

be formed by nominating a teacher as the nodal officer-cum-training oficer. To make the 
said effort meaningful, we will ensure that an awareness campaign is run among the students 
through various mediums. 
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7. 

NAME 

Mr. Rahul Kumar 

Mr. Krishna Kumar Mahli 

Mr. Umesh Singh 

POL 

Mr. Ranjan Paswan 

(UNIT-BITT) 

Mr. Himanshu Kumar 

Anti Drugs Squad Cell 

Mr. Sunil Kumar Gope 

NOTICE 

Mr. Rahul Kumar Das 

Shweta Kumari 

Work Responsibilty of Anti Drugs Squad Cell 

DESIGNATION 

Nodal officer-cum-training officer 

Member 

Member 

Member 

Student 

Student 

Student 

Student 

1. To prevent drug abuse in the state and to run an awareness campaign among the students 
against drug abuse by establishing coordination with NCB and CID, a cell was formed vide 
department memorandum no. 472. dated 15.05.2024. 

Princ1pal tuno BITT Polytechn1c 
Getiatu, Ranchi 



2 First of all, the team formed through the trainer should be made aware of the side effects and 
negative effects of drug abuse (e.g. common causes, symptoms, physical, behavioral, emotional 
changes, ways to get rid of them) through a guidebook/booklet and a session of 45 minutes 
should be conducted to immunize the team so that before running the awareness campaign by 
the team, the team can get logical and important information on the related subject matter. t 
has been decided to send a letter related to this to all higher educational institutions. 

3. After training, first of all, a group of students should discuss among the people regarding drug 
abuse (exchange of ideas), brainstorm on the subject matter, tell both the immediate and long 
term effects, caae study. Reading out, discussing drug related misconceptions and concepts 
through fact sheets, wll painting/writing, street plays, hoardings, pamphlets, developing 
understanding of life skills to overcome peer pressure, avoiding experimental tendencies. The 
easy way is to create such attitude among the people to say no and stay away. Adopting creative 
approach, spreading awareness through awareness about relevant laws which help in 
overcoming their greed, etc. It was agreed to conduct activities like encouraging peer policing 
and creating awareness among students. At the same time, establishing contact with 
eminent/intellectuals of the concerned field and asking for guidance/suggestions. 

4. If information is received regarding the availability and sale of drugs around the premises of the 
educational institution, the Anti Drugs Squad will inform the Principal and the Principal will 
ensure legal action through the local police. Besides, help can also be taken from 
eminent/intellectuals of the concerned field. 

5. If any student is found to be a drug-addict, the team (Anti Drugs Squad) will immediately take 
him to the drug de-addiction center while behaving in a friendly manner and will inform his 

parents. The team should provide counseling at its own level since the student -The student is a 
member of the trained team (Anti Drugs Squad). The drug-addict requires medical and 
psychiatric treatment, the team will also work to suit him. 

Principal 
BITT Polytechnic 

Copy to, 
1. Hon'ble Chairman, BITTGOI 
2. Principal 

4. 
3. Assistant Registrar 

5. 

BITT Polytechnic 
Gettetu, Ranchi 

All HoDs 
Controller of Examinations 

Principal 

6. Accounts Depart1ment 
7. Workshops 

Library 
9. Notice Board 

10. Website 

11. File 
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